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Do you have a few dice on hand?
Then you can ask questions and throw the dice and read their interpretation here.
Two dice are all that is needed.
You think about your question or do a general reading. Each number combination provides guidance
based on general interpretation, work, ﬁnances, love, or health.
You can also interpret the numerological signiﬁcance for each number and in combination.
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1+1
You can now start to get things done, trust your power; you are more driven and conﬁdent, ﬁnding
more inner ambition, know what you can do. A good time to start new projects and jobs, even for
investing in new areas. Money may ﬂow through your ﬁngers. New meetings can come your way; new
love sparks can be lit even in already existing relationships. You will now ﬁnd more energy, possibly
an interest in new health-conscious areas.

1+2
You can now start focusing on what is important to you; you feel more secure in what you do, have a
little extra energy. You like to go your way, do what falls into your mind, have a little diﬃculty listening
to others, although you might have to stop for a bit to ﬁnd out if you are on the right path. It's now you
have to ﬁght a little extra for what you believe in, others may demand a lot from you, but of course,
you ﬁx it. Money is something you see as investment capital, that they have to spin around to come
back. You may fall in love or ﬁnd new aspects or feelings for a partner, but may have some diﬃculty
staying in a relationship. Your health can be a little on and off, you surely treat yourself with things
you shouldn't, can surely take it a little too quietly between time to time, maybe still time for a lazy
period?
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1+3
It is now that you can start with a lot of new things, look for new areas, be vigilant, alert to the
opportunities that may be where you are not even looking. There are new opportunities, new
adventures that you can activate, jump right into, the possibility that you would hesitate is not
possible. Take everything as it comes; use your charm. You can now keep several things in the air,
make sure things done, you're curious most of the time. Money, what is it? Probably they disappear
as soon as they come in, and no one can accuse you of saving, so what? You invest in what is
important to you. You may either want to be by yourself and in the next moment to pursue a
relationship, but which one of them? You probably feel ﬁne, charged with energy, watch out that you
don't stumble on your own feet.

1+4
You are probably in a phase of silence as you ponder the next step in life. Now is the time to start
planning, take the next step forward in what you long for. You have a clear focus that you should take
advantage of, create the structure that suits you. You can now stabilize projects, make sure you take
a little more responsibility, you ﬁx most things, have the energy to stand ﬁrm no matter what. You are
careful about what your money goes to, the one who saves he has. Relationships are ﬂowing; there is
no reason to change anything now anyway. You take care of yourself, give yourself space, make sure
you feel good, probably take an extra round just for safety.
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1+5
You may now feel a little pressured, have a hard time waiting, surely have a lack of patience. Relax,
relax, take it easy, wait until you ﬁnd peace in yourself again. You may need a time of tranquility,
ﬁnding out what is your path. You should probably do what you need to do, but don't take on anything
extra, make sure you get more time off than usual. Time to start thinking about yourself a little more.
You should keep your money; it is probably not your best time right now to make any investments.
You should take it easy with everything that has to do with emotions, do not make any major
decisions, or start any discussions, stay in what is, wait for quieter moments. You can feel stressed
or easily stressed out, meditate, or learn to relax; the world is probably not going to go under today.

1+6
You seem to have the situation under control, know how to plan your next steps. You may have some
new projects underway, but also be in a phase of completing others. More motivation as well as inner
security that makes you do what you long for. You now have all the power to take on the projects that
appeal to you, in that you get feedback from others, new ideas can develop very well, you are your
greatest asset right now. It may now come in more money than you expected, you can treat yourself a
little extra, take the opportunity to invest in what you want, but keep in mind that it may be a
temporary boost. Love develops, you can now invest further, dare to go a step further, develop a
relationship. If you are single, it's probably now that you are aﬄicted with love. You seem to be in
great shape, have extra energy but have a little diﬃculty being still
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2+2
Everything that has to do with collaboration and development is the most important thing that affects
you; you can now build on ideas and collaborations that will be stable and successful. You are in a
self-developing phase where you supported in your planning. You can invest in your work projects,
realize your dreams, your ambitions; you get the support you need to move forward. You have the
situation under control, but make sure that you do not stop at what is perfect, in that you could miss
a development. Money is invested, they are not the most important thing to you right now, but you
have your balance, your security, you can take it easy in what you are in. Love falls into place, there is
more harmony, more common development, or you put your energy into other things without aﬄicting
love. After all, you should pep yourself up a little more, try to challenge yourself a little more so that
you do not become too comfortable.

2+3
You should probably take it easy and breathe out, take a little break in life, it doesn't happen as much
as you want, but what you want still doesn't seem to be the way you intended. You can meet
unexpected resistance, do not know how to proceed, maybe time to stop? Plan nothing new, stay in
what you are, try to take some time off if possible, don't push yourself. Money can cause you some
worry, may it not be what you intended? Then put the energy into planning, revise how you want the
economy to look. Love has its ways; maybe it's time to let go of something or stop yourself? You can
now feel stressed, limited, in that you should take it easy, force nothing but stay up, learn to "go with
the ﬂow."
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2+4
It is now that everything happens as it should, things fall into place, and you know where you stand in
everything. You can enjoy life, make sure you enjoy life. You have fellowship as well as successes in
what you envisioned in life. Your work can be advanced; you may ﬁnd more structure, more
opportunities in what already exists; you will surely become part of something that developed to your
advantage. Money is there for what is important, and you can think, plan through how you want your
ﬁnancial situation. A good time to invest, to buy bigger things or to invest in something you want.
You can get more than you expected. Love becomes more still, more present; you build on a
relationship seriously. You are stable and secure, take care of yourself, feel good, enjoy your inner
strength, stay in what is.

2+5
You may feel pressured, having diﬃculty focusing on what you need to do. But if you take it easy,
pause then everything will eventually fall into place. You should only do what needs to get done; it's
not a good time for a change. However, a good time to get to know yourself. Just let everything with
work or study ﬂow on as it does, try to wait for all ﬁnancial transactions until you are in control. Be
cool in love; maybe something happens that you did not expect? You win most by just being cool,
waiting for everything to fall into place. You need extra energy right now; you probably ﬁnd it best by
just being quiet.
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2+6
Now it's starting to get a little more momentum on life. You can implement some of your plans. You
are safer, more stable; you can stop seeing what you think will happen before you act. Work can
change for the better; you will probably ﬁnd new insight, you can change as it suits you, more
collaboration, more development, you get an obvious role in what you want to realize. Money seems
to be in balance; you can certainly invest something for yourself out of the ordinary. You are more
focused on what you want and how to get it. Love invites positive surprises; you can realize one and
another dream of love, you meet more joy and harmony than before, maybe its that you make
stronger connections? You seem to be in good shape, take one day at a time, take care of yourself,
treat yourself more than usual, make sure you are in balance yourself.
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3+3
You are at the center of events; something happens most of the time. But you are open, curious, alert,
in the process of daring to expand in all areas. You throw yourself into projects with an open mind,
give everything. You dare to try things you haven't even thought of before. You are engaging in new
topics. You may have a little trouble being still in a work situation, afraid to miss any opportunity
because you now know that there is so much more you can pay attention to and dare more. Money
can come in, but they probably disappear just as quickly, impulses in all areas just because an inner
desire drives you. You also dare more when it comes to love; you want to experience everything, in it
you give everything. You have a restlessness with you that makes you move more, constantly on the
go. Try to take the time to unwind with a good diet from time to time, now that you still want to try
new things.

3+4
What a great situation you have right now, full speed ahead, one after the other happens. You get
beneﬁts and beneﬁts you haven't even planned. You are very aware of yourself, which is important for
you to feel good to create better conditions for the future. You advance, maybe go your own way,
strong, determined, have all the energy and focus with you. You manage to ﬁnd a good balance, more
beneﬁts in your projects. Money, as well as ﬁnancial support, can come from unexpected places; it's
a good time to invest in what you want, plan for loans, take loans, buy bigger things, realize what you
want. Love exists, it works, its as you wish, but you spend more time and focus on yourself now
without being selﬁsh. You feel good, strong, motivated, and conﬁdent.
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3+5
You are inventive, have many different options to choose from, but it can also easily stress you out.
Have a hard time deciding what is right for you. You can now try other things than the ones you
usually do but be prepared for some resistance, but it's time for development. You should only take
things as it comes when it comes to working, maybe some obstacles but also a lot of development,
you will get more beneﬁts in the long run. Money? Something that you are certainly not aware of, one
moment it increases perhaps more than expected, in the second moment everything goes out. Love
can offer one and another surprise; you can think a lot about your feelings; it can be pure roll-a-coster
with everything you experience. You seem to have the power to end up in most things; you may even
have excess energy

3+6
Now life is in playing mode; you seem to be lucky with most, many beneﬁts that come unexpectedly
just like that. You achieve success in most of the areas that you are involved in. You are curious
about most things; you have a lot to do with everything you want to gain momentum. You can now
start new projects or invest in new areas to get the most out of the energy you have. You may spend
a lot, but why not? Treat yourself to what you want; you have energies in circulation; there are certain
resources for it to be over as well. You can now be active, feel full of energy.
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4+4
Structure, order, and readiness are your motto. You know what you have been ﬁghting for, the
structure that you have built up and care deeply for, maybe even so much that you get a little stuck in
what is. No one can accuse you of being impulsive, you take one thing at a time, carefully. You know
what you have, it is enough for you, but at the same time, you are aware that there is more of
everything. You can create prosperity while at the same time, you can become more determined. You
control your job role, demand to be taken seriously, a perfect time to advance, but you don't learn to
take the ﬁrst step yourself, but on the other hand, you show how conﬁdent you are. Money can be
important, but more to have them, save them, and then invest wisely when you have thought through
everything to ﬁnd a perfect structure. Love is serious, whether you decide to be single or you
wholeheartedly go into deepening a relationship, creating stronger bonds. You are ﬁne because you
do not rush, you do not stress, but you have a perfect order in existence, which creates a good
foundation.
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4+5
You probably take most things seriously now, pause, reﬂect, you are thinking about what you want
with most things, but you have many insights that will help you move forward that will make you
succeed in what you want. Just try to let go of all the demands, skip the performance anxiety. You
can now proceed with projects already started; you will succeed very well with what you do. You are
more frugal; you think before you spend money on anything other than the old one. You are more
serious when it comes to emotions; you want to deepen, that it should be serious, deepen a
relationship. You may feel a little tired, much that takes on your powers, a period of rest may be in
place.

4+6
You are harmonious, happy, take everything as it comes, you are happy with life as it is. You can now
ﬁnd your power, see the opportunities you access. You are more focused, more serious, aware of who
you are and what is important to you. You take your work more seriously than usual, try to make
everything work perfectly so that you can let go of the control, let everything develop as it should.
You know what you have when it comes to money and investments, should it be invested in
something then you choose pleasure over material stuff, maybe time for a trip? If you're in a
relationship, then you know what you have, see even the opportunities that exist. Good at taking care
of yourself, aware of diet and exercise as well as general well being.
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5+5
Now you can be in a period where a lot of ups and downs, where you question yourself, don't know
what to do with everything. Changes are happening around you; you can desire to free yourself of
tough energies and instead to grasp new things and areas of your life. You have to think about what
is more important to you than the old regular routines that do not seem to work at all now. It's time to
decide what you want to realize. What is it that you want to make of your situation, what do you want
to change, what do you want to let go and what do you want to experience in the future? You can
experience trials, but everything leads you to what you need to experience to grow as the individual
you are.

5+6
You feel demands from all directions, diﬃcult to take it easy, stress yourself unnecessarily, make
demands on both yourself and others. You want everything to be perfect; you can easily stress over
everything that you don't get to work according to your conditions. You may feel a longing to change
your work situation, do something else. Think about it, is it an escape because most things feel
awkward, will it solve your situation? If a change, take one thing at a time. Money can get you worried
now; you want more, you don't know how to get all that you want. Love gives you both moments of
joy and a bit of worry, perhaps because you are afraid of losing something that you aren't yourself,
you should stop, be in what is. You may feel stress as well as worry, have diﬃculty relaxing to take
everything at its own pace, you should unwind.
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6+6
It is now that you feel good, have everything you could wish for, know with you that everything is
perfect as it is. You give yourself time to stop, enjoy life, you are present, spreading joy. You see
opportunities in most things; you have a positive attitude towards life. You are in a period of
happiness as well as luck. Your projects are on track, you know you are doing the right thing, you get
support, you can now develop, invest in what is important to you. The economy has lifted; it may
come in more money than you expected. You have every opportunity to create what you want. Love is
in balance and harmony; you are happy, have no thoughts about what is. You feel good, take
everything as it comes, are in perfect balance and harmony.
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